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50 Moms and

Daughters

6 tables

A dozen

volunteers

1 craft project

Countless

memories made

ALL DRESSED UP AND
SOMEWHERE TO GO
by Allison Ratkovich

"I love when we have the opportunity to bring people together." 

- Colleen Schniter  

 

They came in their finest, hand in hand. Some came with both their

daughters and their mothers. All came to share in First United

Methodist Church’s Mother-Daughter event to celebrate the unique

relationships they share.

 

The event began with a tea service in the church's Gettman Room

which included tiered serving platters of finger sandwiches, small

cheesecakes, chocolate cakes, strawberries, and other sweets. Fine

china teapots and festive tables welcomed the group of 50 women,

ages four to “it’s not proper to ask.”

 

Volunteers from the church not only played the role of servers, but they

also helped with the table place settings, the beautiful flowers that

adorned the tables, and the welcoming ambiance of the day. 



Volunteers included mothers who had only

sons, some with grown children. Candice

Greedy served a table to give back. She had

attended the Mother-Daughter tea with her

daughter when she was a young girl. Jane

Johnson helped with the table settings,

and Lillian Lilly and Mary Reeves arranged

the flowers. Coe prepared the delicious

food.

 

The event welcomed both FUMC members

as well as non-members and community

residents.

 

Following the more formal structure of the

tea and finger foods, the ladies were

escorted to the Youth Room where they

were greeted by M Rathshack, a local art

teacher in Hendersonville, who had worked

to prepare a special art project. 

THE EVENT PROVIDED AN EASY ENTRY TO THE CHURCH - IT WAS A
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR NEW FAMILIES TO GET PLUGGED INTO THE

CHURCH AND BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH EACH OTHER.
COLLEEN SCHNITZER

Stations were set throughout the room, and

the ladies could design their own personal

journal and pen. Journal covers were

crafted, books bound, and pens with

flowers added to the personalized project.

 

“The energy in the room was much different

than during the tea,” shared Colleen.

“Everyone was having a great time with the

projects and spending time together.”



The event was designed to be an outreach

opportunity to the community, an

affordable event that could bring families

into the church for a fun experience; a

chance for mothers and daughters to take

time away from their busy schedules and

spend quality time together.

 

But more than that, it exemplified the

servants’ hearts at FUMC, the unconditional

giving of time, talents, and resources and

shined a light on what is at the core of

FUMC.

 

The loving and timeless spirit of our Lord

and Savior, Jesus Christ.

WHAT A FUN DAY, SEEING
MOTHERS AND THEIR DAUGHTERS

ALL DRESSED UP!
COLLEEN SCHNITZER


